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55 Delineation of potential hot spots for  hyperthermia treatment planning 
optimisation n 

Thiss chapter has been accepted pending re\ision as: 
Delineationn of potential hot spots for hyperthermia treatment planning optimisation 
Internationall  Journal of Hyperthermia 
2004.. J. Wiersma. N. van Wieringen. H. Crezee, J.D.P. van Dijk. 

Abstract t 
Thee optimal feed parameters oi' the generators for a complex phased hyperthermia array 
systemm consisting of 4. 8 or even more applicators cannot be found using only the expertise 
off  the treatment staff or using the limited amount of field- and temperature data obtained 
duringg treatment. A number of strategies have been proposed to help us with the task to 
optimisee the hyperthermia treatment, including several strategies specifically addressing the 
occurrencee of hot spots. Each of the latter strategies strongly relics on the specification of 
thee potential hot spots. This specification is either based on anatomy or the selection of an 
arbitraryy number of potential hot spots. Therefore it is not guaranteed that all potential hot 
spotss are included. This paper introduces a procedure for the delineation and visualisation 
off  potential (SAR) hot spots. The potential hot spots are delineated by selecting those 
pointss for which the maximal SAR exceeds a specific SAR selection level. This SAR 
selectionn level is defined relative to the highest achievable SAR in the target volume for a 
certainn fixed heating power. A larger number of potential hot spots and hot spots of larger 
sizee are delineated if the selection level is decreased. Although the procedure still includes 
ann arbitrary selection criterion, i.e. the selection level, the selection is solely based on 
calculatedd EM-field data. As a result all potential hot spots can be delineated a priori. Three 
differentt objective functions are applied to maximise the SAR in the target. The first only 
maximisess the SAR in the target volume for a given system power output. The other two 
intrinsicallyy set a constraint on the set of potential hot spots as a whole. Additionally the 
SARR in each delineated potential hot spot separately can be constrained. In two patient 
casess the SAR in potential hot spots can be kept below the selection value applied for 
delineationn of the potential hot spots. If assessed in terms of constraining the SAR value 
beloww the selection level while maximising target heating efficiency the combination of an 
objectivee function only maximising the SAR in the target with a separate constraint on each 
potentiall  hot spots appears to be the most efficient. 

KeyKey nwt/v: Hyperthermia treatment planning, optimisation, potential hot spots 
delineation. . 
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5.11 Introduction 

Duringg hyperthermia treatments using a phased array the aim and challenge is to set the 
feedd parameters of the generators in such a way that the treatment is optimal. In the clinical 
practice,, the adjustment of the feed parameters and the assessment whether the treatment is 
optimall  is based on data gathered by one electric Held probe or a limited number o\~ 
temperaturee sensors. Consequently the optimal treatment is defined by efficient target 
heatingg as indicated by the available sensor data, without discomfort by hot spots indicated 
byy the patient. A technique applying MRI is evolving towards a tool to evaluate the healing 
patternn in the complete heated area (Wlodarczyk et al. 1998). Temperature data is needed 
forr treatment analyses, however these data is not practical for finding the optimal feed 
parameters.. Practical ways of finding the optima! feed parameiers depend on a known 
mathematicall  relation of the feed parameters o\' the generators and the healing pattern 
obtainedd in the patient. This relation can be determined numerically by calculation of the 
electromagneticc field (LM) generaled by each applicator in the patient. Subsequently the 
optimall  feed parameters can be found by applying an optimisation strategy yielding an 
optimall  heating pattern. A number of strategies, including strategies specifically addressing 
thee occurrence of hot spots, have been proposed lo optimise the hyperthermia treatment 
(Boagg et al. 1988. van Maarscvecn el al. 1996. Wusi et al. 1991. Paulsen et al. 1999. Das el 
al.. 1999a. Das et al. 1999b). The group of Wust et al. 1996a proposed lo maximise the 
fractionn of the power deposited in the target area to the total power deposited in a sel of 
selectedd potential hot spots. However, the number of these hot spots is selected arbitrary, 
i.e.. 10. and the selection criteria are not defined. A similar optimisation strategy explicit!) 
includingg potential hot spots was proposed by Das et al. 1999b. The highest power density 
pointss per antenna are selected as potential hot spots in tin's study. The group of Rardati el 
al.. (1995) suggested a strategy applying amplitude and phase synthesis. The optimisation 
resultss in a trade-off of the "best" feed for the target and the "best" feeds for a number of 
organss to be protected. 

Eachh of the strategies mentioned above strongly relics on (he specification of the potential 
hothot spots. This specification is either based on anatomy or the selection o\' an arbitral") 
numberr of potential hot spots. Therefore il is nol guaranteed that all potential hot spots are 
included. . 
Rothh the specific absorption rate (SAR) and the invoked temperature increase are applied 
forr optimisation purposes. In the context of the specification of potential hot spots it is 
relevantt to realise that a temperature hot spot is a manifestation of a SAR hot spot. 
Althoughh in this manifestation perfusion plays an important role the specification of 
potentiall  hot spots using SAR values as a first indicator is reasonable. 
Inn this paper we wil l introduce the approach of delineating potential hot spots by defining 
themm as volumes having a SAR above a certain selection level. Since the objective of 
treatmentt planning optimisation is to efficiently heat the target this selection level is 
coupledd to the SAR in the target volume. The delineation procedure utilises the interference 
principlee for the FM fields generated in the patient by each separate applicator. These l:M 
fieldsfields are determined numerically. As a result all potential hot spots can be delineated a 
priori.. For two patient cases the delineation method is applied to specify potential hot spots 
thatt wil l be included in the maximisation of three different objective functions. The first 
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onlyy maximises the SAR in the target volume for a gi\en system power output. The other 
twoo intrinsically set a constraint on the set of potential hot spots as a whole. Additionally 
thee SAR in each delineated potential hot spot separately can be constrained. 

5.22 Theory 

5.2.11 Delineating potential "hot spots" 

Inn this paragraph a method by which potential hot spots can he delineated is explained. The 
delineationn is based on numerically calculated LM-fiel d data giving the LM-fiel d generated 
byy the individual applicators o\' the hyperthermia treatment apparatus. These individual 
EM-fieldss can be superposed to determine the l:M-fiel d and SAR distribution in the patient 
forr any amplitude and phase setting. The optimal SAR distribution can be determined by 
maximisingg an appropriate object function. Additionally, to suppress the occurrence of hoi 
spots,, volumes that potentially can exhibit an unacceptable high SAR value must he 
accountedd for. These potential hot spots can be searched for in the following 3 steps: 

1)) At each grid point determine the maximal SAR for a given constant total power 
outputt of the generators: i.e. maximise heating efficiency, hi general the amplitude 
andd phase settings resulting in the maximal SAR are different for each grid point. 

2)) Select a SAR level at which over-heating is expected. 
3)) Kor the selected SAR level determine which grid points exceed this level. Gather 

thee connected grid points to treat these grid points as a single volume. 

Inn the first step the interference of the EM-fields present in phase array heating systems is 
applied.. In the following paragraph it is explained how at a certain grid point the maximal 
SARR can be determined for a given constant total power output of the generators. 

5.2.22 Determining the maximal SAR at a grid point 

Thee definition of this problem has already been presented by several authors (e.g. Bardati et 
al.. 1995. Das et al. 1999b) but wil l be repealed briefly here. In this section first the 
equationss specifying the SAR at a grid point wil l be given and subsequently the solution oï 
maximisingg the heating efficiency wil l be elaborated 

5.2.33 Specification of the SAR 

Thee SAR at location /: generated by the N applicators of a hyperthermia system (phased 
array)) radiating with strength A;...AS and having a phase delay cp>...<,o s is given by 

SARU.. T .<p, </), : r ">= -J ' I j f c H , f .</>, (p, :r)\~ -

'' 1 
air)air)  - . -. 

h(.'l ,, f , .(/>, (px :r)E (.1, -f .(/>, (/\ :r) 
~p(r\ ~p(r\ 
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withh cr{/" ) the conductivity in [Sm], /?(/") the density of mass in , E the local 

fieldd strength in [Vin ] and the asterisk denoting the complex conjugation. The local field 

strengthh E is the superposition of the separate fields generated hy the N applicators, which 
iss mathematically expressed by equation 2. 

.\ \ 
Ë(.4|| 4x,<p^....<px:ï)^^FlêM) 2 

Inn equation 2. t ' ,(r) is the E-field contributed by the ith applicator if radiating at unitary 

amplitudee (A,= !) and zero phase ((p,=0) and 

F,F, = .-(,exp( ) 3 

representss the dimensionlcss applicator feed. The maximal SAR deposited at location f 
forr a certain total power output of the applicators of the hyperthermia system can be found 
byy maximising equation 1 with the amplitudes A, and the phases <p, as parameters. 

5.2.44 Maximising heating efficiency 

Thee maximal heating efficiency can be found by stating the optimisation problem as an 
eigenvaluee problem. Substitution of equation 2 in equation 1 results in: 

SAR(F;r)) = VM ! f ( / :)F/*  ={F\M(r)F)  4a 

with h 

Mir),;Mir),;  = <j{r)ë i{ï)ê]{?)l2p{r')  4b 

aa NxN Hermitian or self-adjoint matrix having N real and positive eigenvalues k{ /.N and 
NN eigenvectors v ],..., vv Both eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be determined by 
diagonalisationn of A-/(/:) which can be done efficiently. The SAR at location r by the N 

applicatorss driven with feed vector F now can be expressed by 
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::  = l 

Alsoo the average SAR in a volume can be expressed in the same form as the SAR at a 
certainn location and can be given by an eigenvalue problem (Wiersma et al. 2002). 

[[ ,S,4R(F:r)J*r , , \ A . , - . ,: 
-hi-hi = (F.M F) = yA!\F-ól\ 5b 

volvol \ ! " I I 

Fromm equation 5 it is deduced thai the maximal SAR at a certain location (or volume) is 
equall  to the maximal eigenvalue X; (or X, ) for a normalised feed vector, i.e. 
ii  H 1 

\F\\F\ =1 ó 

5.33 Material and Methods 

5.3.11 Delineating the potential "hot spots" 

Thee EM-field in the patient generated by the individual applicators of the hyperthermia 
treatmentt apparatus is calculated by the CGFFT method (Wiersma et al. 2001 .Zwamborn et 
al.. 1991, Zwamborn et al. 1992). With the obtained EM-field data, the maximum SAR is 
determinedd for each grid point by determining the maximal eigenvalue of the matrix 
M(r)M(r)  defined in equation 4b. In this way a 3D data set is obtained with at each grid point 
thee maximal SAR that can be reached for a fixed heating power, i.e. a normalised feed 
vectorr (equation 6) is applied. From this 3D data set those grid points are selected with a 
SARR value equal or larger than a selection level. Based on the argument that a multiple of 
thee SAR in the target needed for a therapeutic temperature of 43 T" will in general result in 
aa temperature higher than 43 °C this selection level is defined relative to the SAR level in 
thee target. Because the exact SAR in the target is not known al the moment the grid points 
aree selected its value has to be estimated. Since the optimisation functions presented in the 
nextt paragraph all aim for efficient target heating, i.e. the highest possible SAR in the target 
consideringg a fixed heating power, a first order estimation is given by the SAR value in the 
targett at maximal heating efficiency. The SAR value in the target volume at maximal 
heatingg efficiency is given by the largest eigenvalue of the matrix equation given by 
equationn 5b for this volume. This optimised SAR in the target volume will be abbreviated 
too OST (Optimised SAR in the Target). Based on initial analyses of ihe data, selection 
levelss at six. four and three times the OST are applied. For each selection level the grid 
pointss attached to one another are treated as a single potential hot spot. The different 
potentiall  hot spots are then indexed. 
Thee determined maximum SAR at all grid points is visualised by presenting "maximum 
SARR projection" (MSP) images in the three major directions; x. y. and z. Additionally the 
locationn of each potential hot spot is projected on the MSP images. 
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5.3.22 Optimisation 

Threee objecti\ e functions are applied to optimise the hyperthermia treatment. 1) An 
objectivee function n, (equation 7a') determining the SAR in the target volume. This SAR 
relatedd objective function has often been used as an optimisation variable (e.g. Boag et al. 
19S8.. Niederst et al. 19%). The objective function ITi has the dimensions of [Wkg] and 
maximisingg the function is bound by imposing a fixed heating power, i.e. a normalised feed 
vectorr (i.e. equation 6). 2) An objective function n : (equation 7b) determining the fraction 
off  the SAR in the target volume to the sum of the SAR of the potential hot spots. This 
objectivee function explicitly includes potential hot spots and can be compared to the 
objectivee function defined by YVust et al. (19%a). However, it is still possible that the sum 
off  the SAR in the selected potential hot spots is decreased by decreasing the SAR of the 
majorityy of the potential hot spots while increasing the SAR of a few potential hot spots. 3) 
AA third objective function IT; (equation 7c) determines the fraction of the SAR in the target 
volumee to the weighed sum of the SAR of the potential hot spots. The weighing coefficient 
forr a potential hot spot is determined from the si/e of the hot spot and therefore decreasing 
thee SAR in a large volume is made more important than decreasing the SAR in a small 
volume. . 

j vv S.lRU-ul'r 
111 ] = — 7a 

V,--

n22 = n]/l5.-)/?vi„.l ^b 

n3-=n]/I\v,,s-.4/?w11 7c 

with h 

SARw*. SARw*. 
| \ ,, SARir r e VI^T^U, )i/Y 
-II V hul sno! i 

VV  !» the volume of the target. 

Vhvii  the volume of the f' potential hot spot. 

\V,, - Vhvi/ y Vhvi , the volume fraction of the i'l: potential hot spot relative to the total 

hott spot volume V Vh-.i . 

Inn order to explicitly limit the SAR in the potential hot spots a constraint is introduced that 
att each potential hot spot limits the SAR. This constraint is given in equation 7d and is 
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definedd by the fraction of the SAR of a potential hot spot and the SAR in the target \olume 
andd is further referred to as RPHS (Relative Potential Hot spot SAR). 

RPHS,RPHS, = SARx^.Jn [ < constraint 7d 

Forr two patient cases the objective functions defined above will be maximised given the 
constraintt defined in equation 7d. The value of the constraint is stepwise decreased (in 
wholee numbers) from the highest RPHS value found in the situation of unconstrained 
maximisationn to the selection level or to the lowest value at which compliance to the 
constraintt is still possible. The consequence of applying different selection levels is 
analysedd for both patient eases. 

5.3.33 Re-delineating the potential "hot spots" 

Thee optimisation of the hyperthermia treatment aims for a SAR in the target equal to the 
OST.. As explained previously the potential hot spots are delineated using a SAR threshold 
specifiedd relative to the OST. However, due to the constraints related to the potential hot 
spots,, optimisation will result in a SAR in the target that is lower than the OST. This 
impliess a lowered potential hot spots selection threshold. With this lowered threshold value 
itt is possible that a grid point, not being part of the potential hot spot already delineated, has 
aa SAR value that is higher than the SAR threshold value. Therefore, as a post-processing 
step,, the actual potential hot spots are re-delineated for the adapted SAR threshold value as 
aa check of the rigidity of the delineation method. Note that the SAR value at each grid point 
tss already specified by the feed vector determined by the optimisation and that therefore 
stepp I mentioned in paragraph 2.1 is omitted in this re-dehnealion procedure. 

5.44 Results 

5.4.!!  Delineating the potential "hot spots'" 

Inn this paragraph the location of the delineated potential hot spots is indicated by MSP 
images.. For clarity each MSP image is constructed from the data of either muscle or fat 
tissue.. In figure la -c MSP images for the muscle tissue are shown. In figure 2a -c MSP 
imagess for the fat tissue are shown. In the figures la and 2a the location of the target 
volumee is indicated by crosses. In each MSP image a circle marks the projection of each 
potentiall  hot spot. The radius of the circle is representative for the volume of the potential 
hott spot and the circle location coincides with the centre of the potential hot spot. In figure 
lala the potential hot spots are given for a selection level of six times the OST. In figure lb 
andd lc this level is decreased to four and three times the OST respectively. Comparison of 
figuree la - e and figure 2a - c shows that a lower selection level results in an increase of the 
sizee oi' the volumes and the selection of new volumes. Some volumes merge forming a 
singlee larger volume. Close to the skin of the patient, distributed in pairs at the posterior 
sidee and the both lateral sides, six larger hot spots appear (figure 2), At the lowest selection 
level,, i.e. three times the OST. two of these larger hot spot volumes merge into to a single 
hott spot volume (in figure 2 indicated by an arrow). At the anterior side of the patient no 
comparablee hot spots are found. The above mentioned observations are summarised in table 
I. . 
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Delineatedd potential hot -.pots in muscle tissue at a different seleetion level 

Figuree I: Delineated potential hoi spois m muscle tissue at selection level ai six. bi four and c) three times the 
OST T 
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Delineatedd potential hot spots in fat tissue at a different selection level 

Figuree 2: Delineated potential hot spots in lat tissue at a selection level of a) six. b) lour  ami el three tunes the 
OST T 
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5.4.22 Optimisation 

Twoo patient cases are elaborated, namely 1) the ease o!" a patient treated for a bone 

metastasiss and 2| a patient treated for cervical cancer, Kadi o f the objective functions I f . 

n :: and I L defined in the equations 7a - e are applied to optimise the SAR distribution. The 

potentiall hot spot volumes included in these objective functions or in the constraint 

specifiedd by equation 7d are delineated at three selection levels, i.e. at six . fou r and thre e 
limess the ÖST 

5.4.33 Patient ease 1) 

Thee results of maximising the objective functions I T j . IT; and Hu are presented in table 2 
andd figure 3. 4 and 5. In figure 3, 4 and 5 for each selection level the distribution of the 
numberr of' the potential hot spots over the RPHS values is plotted. Each setup in table 2 
representss the result o f maximising one o f the objective functions while including the 
potentiall hoi spot volumes found at a specific selection level. The delineated potential hot 
spotss for this patient ease have been presented in figure 1 and 2. In table 2 the capital in the 
setupp label refers to the selection level, i.e. A refers to six. B to four and C to three times 
thee OST. The fol lowing digit refers to the maximised objective function while the last digit 
iss used to specify a certain RPHS constraint specified in the T' column of the tabic. 
Accordingg to this coding, setup label A21 refers to the maximisation of objective function 
I~ff while including the potential hot spots found at six times the OST. No RPHS constraint 
iss applied, i.e. the value of the 7lh column is "None". In table 2. besides the values o f the 
objectivee functions, the power load applied to the patient is given (3 th column). This power 
loadd is calculated for a (ccó vector that results in a SAR o f 50 W/kg at the target volume. 
Thee SAR in the target and the power load to the patient depend on both amplitude and 
phasee as defined by the feed vector but that their exact dependence is different: two 
differentt feed vectors may induce an identical SAR in the target although, due to the spatial 
extentt o f the applied E V f field and the heterogeneity o f the patient tissues, the power load 
appliedd to the patient is different for these two different feed vectors. The constraints 
appliedd for the RPHS value (equation 7d) at the potential hot spots displayed in figure 7a - I' 
aree given in the 71'1 column of tabic 2. 

Thee distribution o\~ the number o\~ the potential hot spots over the per RPHS values is 
plottedd in figure 3. 4 and 5. The first bin comprises the RPHS value lower than 0.5 . 
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Thee results presented in table 2 and the figures 3 - 5 can be summarised as tot lows: A large 
numberr of potential hot spots is selected. A lower selection le\ el results in an increased 
numberr of potential hot spots; The number of potential hot spots is 35. 69 and 1 10 at a 
selectionn level of six, four  and three times the OST respectively (table I). These numbers 
arcc much larger than the number of potential hoi spots selected in the studies of W'ust et at. 
1996aa and Das et at. 1999b. A lower selection level, besides an increased number of 
potentiall  hot spots also shows an increase o\' the volume of those potential hot spots 
delineatedd at a previous selection level. 
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Ass mentioned earlier, at each selection level the RPHS constraint is decreased in steps 
towardss the selection level value. At the lowest selection level of" three times the OST a 
RPIISS constraint equal to the selection level value results in a conflicting set of RPHS 
constraints:: i.e. the presence of one or more hot spots with a RPHS value larger than the 
RPHSS constraint value cannot be prevented. 
Byy application of an RPHS constraint the highest RPHS values decrease to the selected 
RP11 IS constraint. In most cases only a single hot spot is actively constrained as indicated in 
figuree 3 -5 by the number of potential hot spots in the highest RPHS bin. At higher RPHS 
constraintss and lower selection levels the number of actively constrained hot spots 
increases. . 
Onn average the number of potential hot spot with a high RPIIS value is larger  for 
maximisingg objective function TL (right panel in figure 3 - 5) than for maximising the 
objectivee functions n : and IT] ( left and middle panel in figure 3 - 5). This can be explained 
ass a result of an increased weight of the potential hot spots with a large volume and low 
SARR compared to those with a smaller volume and a high SAR: i.e. increasing the \alue of 
rLL is more worthwhile when decreasing the SAR of a large volume than when decreasing 
thee SAR of a small volume. The effect of minimising the summed SAR while maximising 
SARR at the target, i.e. maximising objective function n : . is clearly present in at the highest 
selectionn le\el {figure 3): the distribution of potential hot spots for objective function IT 
(middlee panel in figure 3) drastically shifts towards lower RPHS bins compared to the 
distributionn for objective function ITi (left panel in figure 3). At lower selection levels this 
effectt is much less apparent or even not present (figures 4 and 5). 
Increasingg the RPHS constraint, i.e. decreasing the RPHS constraint value in equation 7d. 
resultss in a redistribution of the lowest and highest RPHS values towards more intermediate 
RPHSS values. This is independent of objective function or selection level. Furthermore 
increasingg the RPHS constraint results in a less efficient heating for maximising the 
objectivee functions IT; and IT] and the power load applied to the patient to establish 50 
W/kgg in the target varies from 800 - 1 100 Watt. For maximising IT: this is also the case at a 
selectionn level of three linies the OST. For a selection level of six and four  times the OST 
thee efficacy (TI|) is increased and the power load applied to the patient to establish 50 W kg 
inn the target varies from I 100 - 3000 Walt. The change in the value of each of the objective 
functionss is substantial (>> 10 "ul if the RPHS constraint is decrease from "None" to the 
orderr of the selection level. 
Att identical selection levels and RPHS constraints the heating efficiency, i.e. IT,. is best 
afterr optimising IT] and worst after optimising FI-,. For lower RPHS constraint the results of 
maximisingg the three different object functions become similar and in the extreme case are 
identicall  (table 1. cases CI3. C23 and C'33>. For these cases also the distribution of the 
numberr of potential hot spots over the RPHS bins is identical (figure 5. yellow bar). In 
thesee cases maximising the objective functions is dictated by the RPHS constraint. 

5.4.44 Patient case 2) 

Thee result of maximising the objective functions TI,. n : and FL is presented in table 3 and 
thee figures 7 - 9. Fach setup in table 3 represents the result of maximising one of the 
objectivee functions including the potential hot spot volumes delineated at a specific 
selectionn level. 
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Delineatedd potential hot spots in fat tissue at a different selection level 

figuree 6: Delineated potential hot spots in fat tissue at a selection level of a) six. b) four and c) three times the 
OST. . 
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Delineatedd potential hol spots in muscle tissue at a different selection level 

Figuree 7: Delineated potential hot spots in muscle tissue at a selection level of a) six. b) four and c) three times the 
OST. . 
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Thee delineated potential hot spots tor this patient ease are presented in figure 6 and 7. 
Kit:uree (\i - e presents MSP images and potential hot spots in the fa t tissue at six , fou r and 
thre ee times the OST respectively. Kigure 7a - e presents MSP images and potential hot 
spotss in the muscl e tissue at six , fou r and thre e times the OST respectively. The capital in 
eachh setup label g i \en in column i o f table 3 refers to the selection level: A refers to six . B 
too fou r and C' to thre e limes the OST. The fol lowing digit refers to the objective function 
whilee the last digit is used to specify a certain RPHS constraint specilied in the 711' column 
o ff table 3. In the figures S - 10 the distribution of the RPHS values of the potential hot spots 
iss plotted for each selection level; six . fou r and thre e times the OST respectively. 

Tablee .i Op!mi^aiion results lor patient case 2. IT : The SAR in the Lirüci al ;i normalised Iced vector. Hf : 
Yla\mij II SAR in the target at minima! summed SAR in a selected set ot'potential hoi spots, IT.: Maximal SAR 

inn the target at minimal weighed summed SAR in a selected set ot" potential hot spots. 
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AA large number of hot spots is selected, although smaller than for patient case I, A lower 

selectionn level results in an increased number of potential hot spots; The number o f hot 

>potss is 15. 2V> and 54 at a selection levcl of six , fou r and thre e times the OST 
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respectively.. Again these numbers are larger than the number of potential hot spots selected 
inn the studies ot'Wust et al. 1996a and Das et al. 199%. 
Againn the effect of minimising the summed SAR while maximising SAR al the target, i.e. 
maximisingg objective function n : . is present in at the highest selection level (figure N): the 
distributionn of potential hot spots for objective function FL (middle panel in figure N> 
slightlyy shifts towards lower RPHS bins compared to the distribution for objective function 
Il || (left panel in figure 8). Al lower selection levels this effect is much less apparent or 
evenn not present (figures 9 and 10). 
Increasingg the RPHS constraint results in a redistribution of mainly the highest RPHS 
valuess towards more intermediate RPHS values. This is independent of objective function 
orr selection level. 
Increasingg the RPHS constraint, i.e. decreasing the RPHS constraint value in equation 7d. 
resultss in a slight!) altered heating efficiency; the power load applied to the patient to 
establishh 50 W kg in the target varies from 550 - 600 Watt. The change in the value of each 
o\'o\' the objective functions is moderate (< 4 %) if Ihe RPHS constraint is decrease from 
"None""  to the order of the selection level. 
Att each selection level the RPHS constraint is decreased in steps towards the selection level 
value.. For each selection level the RPHS constraint value can be decreased to the selection 
levell  value. For each objective function a similar setup is determined if the values in table 3 
andd distribution in figure 10 for the setup labels CI2. C22 and C33 are compared. 
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RPHSS value Distribution of the potential hot spots 
uii  maximised fl ; maximised U:. maximised 

RPHSS «nerval RPHS «nerval RPHS «nerval 

figuree S: KPIIS value Distribution of the potential hot spots. Patient case 2. sdeci ion level of six times the OS I. 

RI'IISS value Distribution of the potential hot spots 
uii  maximised fl ; maximised Q3 maximised 

RPHSS interval RPHS interval RPHS interval 

figuree 9: RI'IIS value Distribution of the potential hot spots. Patient case 2. selection level of four times the OST. 

RPHSS value Distribution of the potential hot spois 
n,, maximised fl maximised fl . maximised 

RPHSS interval RPHS interval RPHS «nerval 

figuree 10: RPHS value Distribution of the potential hot spots. Patient case 2. selection level of three times the 
OST. . 
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5.55 Discussion 

Forr both tissue types the results of the delineation of the potential hot spot volumes show 
thatt the SAR at a large number of these volumes can reach a value that is higher than four 
toto six times the OST value. Also, although the term "potential hot spot" suggests a small 
volume,, large volume potential hot spots in some cases are specified by the delineation 
procedure.. The value chosen to select the potential hot spots volumes, the selection level, 
clear!)) has consequences for the number of potential hot spots volumes and the size of 
thesee volumes. For the presented selection levels of four and six times the OST. the 
potentiall  hot spot volumes in the muscle tissue tend to be found roughly at the same 
locations.. In the fat tissue a number of relatively large potential hot spot volumes appear at 
alll  selection levels. An explanation lor a number of the latter potential hot spot volumes is 
theirr proximity to the applicator aperture and the EM-field direction at these locations 
(Wiersmaa et al. 1996). Hand et al (Hand 1990) argued that cooling of the patients skin only 
iss substantial over a distance of approximately 2 cm from the patient skin. Because SAR is 
optimisedd here, cooling effects are not accounted for. However a rough method of 
monitoringg the SAR m the substantially cooled tissue close to the patient skin is obtained 
byy delineating potential hot spots in fat and muscle tissue separately. 
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Figuree II: The feed vector homogeneity index for the potential hot spots found at the different selection levels 
definedd lor both patient case l and patient case 2. 

Thee SAR o\~ potential hot spot volumes is used in both object ive functions I I ; and I I , 

(equationn 7b and 7c) and in RP1IS constraint (equation 7d) applied in the optimisation of 
thee objective functions. The SAR of a potential hot spot volume is determined by averaging 
thee SAR over the grid points constituting the potential hot spot (Wiersma et al. 2002) for a 
Icedd vector which is applied to all grid points. It is assumed that the feed vector and the 
resultingg maximal SAR for the potential hot spot represents the feed vector and maximal 
SARR at the grid points constituting the potential hot spot. However, large potential hot spot 
volumess might exhibit a large variation in the feed vector for which the separate grid points 
reachh their maximal SAR. In these cases it is not justified to assemble a set of grid points to 
specifyy a potential hot spot. Insight in this problem can be obtained through analyses of the 
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fractionn of the maxima] SAR found tor the potential hot spot and the average maximal SAR 
o ff the grid points constituting the potential hot spot. This fraction offers an indication o f the 
homogeneityy of the feed vector, i.e. the amplitude and phase setting, at which the separate 
gridd points of a potential hot spot reach their maximal SAR. Therefore this fraction is 
furtherr defined as the feed vector homogeneity index. In figure 11 the feed vector 
homogeneityy index is plotted as a function o f the potential hot spot si/e. For the majority of 
thee potential hot spots the feed \ ector homogeneity index is close to 1 indicating thai tor the 
majorityy of the potential hot spot treating this potential hot spot as a single volume is 
just i f ied.. The potential hot spot volumes w ith a feed vector homogeneity index below .9 are 
identifiedd as potential hot spot volumes in the fat tissue. In none of the optimisation eases 
thesee potential hot spot volumes have a substantial contribution to the value o f the objective 
functionn or is their SAR value actively constraint. 

Thee potential hot spots are selected using a SAR threshold level. This SAR threshold le\el 
specifiess a SAR threshold value relative to the SAR value in the target above which 
potentiall hoi spots are delineated. Since the SAR in the target after maximising each o f the 
objectivee functions is not known in advance the SAR in the target after maximising is 
estimatedd by the OST value. However, due to the constraint related to the potential hot 
spots,, maximising of the objective functions results in a normalised feed vector for which 
thee objective function is maximal however the SAR in the target w i l l be lower than the 
OSTT value. As a consequence, the "actual" SAR threshold value applied for the potential 
hott spot selection also is lowered. Therefore, as a postprocessing step, the actual potential 
hott spots are delineated for the optimised normalised feed vector and the corresponding 
updatedd SAR threshold value. Due to the fixed normalised ked vector not all previously 
delineatedd potential hot spots wi l l be re-delineated. For patient case 2 this re-delineation 
stepp in general only finds grid points that result in a small increase o f potential hot spots 
alreadyy delineated in the initial step. For a single setup label an additional potential hot spot 
iss delineated (patient case 2. setup label B21). For patient case I optimising object function 
n , .. besides a small increase of potential hoi spots already delineated in the initial step, a 
largee number o f additional potential hot spot are delineated by the post processing step. 
Thiss is especially the case for a selection le\el of 6 times and 4 times the OST. The number 
off grid points constituting these additional potential hot spots are given in table 3. In this 
tablee it is shown thai for setup label A30 an extreme number of additional grid points is 
selected.. Note however that, since the SAR in the target given by n | (column 4 o f table 3: 
0.045)) is much lower than the OST value (setup label A l I in table 1: 0.1S6). the selection 
levell is drasiiealiv lowered for this ease. 
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Thee local SAR and the perfusion o f the tumour area predominant!) determine the achieved 
increasee of the tumour temperature. In a study by 1995b (Wust el al. ). among other 
determinantss for radio frequency hyperthermia, the relation between thermoregulation, 
locall tumour SAR and tumour temperature increase was analysed based on a large number 
o ff regional heat treatments. The study o f Wust et al indicates that, in the majority o f the 
treatmentss the SAR in the tumour is lower than 50 W kg (mean value 3N W kg). 
Furthermore.. Wust et al indicate that to establish a tumour temperature increase larger than 
44 C (=4 C at high perfusion and =o ':'C at low perfusion), a SAR higher than }5 W kg is 
necessaryy in 40% o f the treatments while in 40% of the treatments a SAR lower than 35 
WW kg only suffices i f the perfusion is low (< 10 g/100ml min). In the remaining 20% o f the 
treatmentss the high perfusion in combination with a SAR lower than 35 W kg results in a 
temperaturee increase of * 2 :~JC. Therefore the power load of the patient at a SAR o f 50 
WW kg in the target, as presented in both tables 1 and 2. must be considered as an upper 
l imit . . 

Thee number of selected potential hot spots is dependent on the SAR that can be realised in 
thee target volume and thus is dependent on location and size of the target volume. For a 
certainn selection level a large number o f potential hot spots wi l l be selected i f only a " l o w " 
maximall SAR in the target volume can be realised. Or. vice versa, a small number of 
potentiall hot spots wi l l be selected i f a " h i g h " maximal SAR in the target volume can be 
realised.. Together with the abil ity to constrain the SAR at the selected potential hot spot 
andd assuming that all necessary heating power is available this in principle is an indication 
forr the possibility to heat the target. 
Thiss paper presents data on potential hot spot suppression in conjunction wi th maximisation 
o ff the SAR in the target. For this purpose three objective functions are defined, one 
maximisingg the SAR in the target and two maximising the SAR in the target whi le 
minimisingg the summed SAR in a set of potential hot spots. The SAR in each potential hot 
spott is limited by a specified SAR constraint value. The impact of this SAR constraint 
valuee becomes larger i f the constraint value is lowered. For a relatively strong constraint, 
i.e.. a low SAR value, the result o f the objective function maximisation is determined by the 
constraintt totally and not by the objective function. Objective function n , , only maximising 
thee SAR in the target, results in a higher heating efficiency whi le the two other objective 
functionss show a lower heating efficiency due to minimising the summed SAR in the 
potentiall hot spots. Based on the data presented the objective function only maximising the 
SARR in the target in conjunction with a SAR value constraint to l imit the SAR in potential 
hott spots appears to be a just i f ied candidate for treatment optimisation based on SAR 
values. . 
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5.66 Conclusion 

Thiss paper introduces a method for the delineation and visualisation of potential (SAR) hot 
spots.. Potential hot spots are delineated by selecting those grid points for which the 
maximall  SAR exceeds some SAR selection level. From the selected grid points sets of 
connectedd grid points are assembled. The maximal SAR at a grid point is the highest SAR 
valuee that can be reached at the grid point for a normalised feed vector. The selection level 
iss specified relative to the OST value. Although this procedure still includes an arbitrary 
selectionn criterion, i.e. the selection level, the selection is solely based on calculated EYI-
fieldd data. As a result all potential hot spots, including those excluded if the selection 
criterionn is based on anatomy, can be delineated a priori. 
Threee different objective functions accompanied by constraints are applied to maximise the 
SARR in the target. The delineated potential hot spots are adopted in the objective function, 
inn the constraint or in both. Each of the objective functions is maximised for a normalised 
feedd vector. This normalised feed vector can be interpreted as a constant system power 
output.. Objective function FI| maximises the SAR in the target, objective function IT: 
maximisess the fraction of the SAR in the target over the summed SAR in the potential hot 
spotss and the third objective function IL maximises the SAR in the target over the weighed 
summ of the SAR in the potential hot spots. Objective function IT, does not address any 
potentiall  hot spots while 02 and TT, address the potential hot spots, but as a set and not 
individually.. Therefore an additional constraint on the maximal SAR of the potential hot 
spotss is added to prohibit the possibility of a high SAR in any hot spot. Both the delineation 
off  potential hot spots and maximising of the three objective functions are performed for two 
differentt patient cases. 
Althoughh the objective functions IT̂  and FT̂  implicitly restrict the sum of the SAR resp. 
weighedd sum of the SAR of all selected potential hot spots, still actual hot spots occur. 
Thereforee an additional constraint on each potential hot spot is necessary. However, in this 
casee potential hot spots are constrained in two ways; in the objective function and by the 
additionall  constraint. This seems excessive and results in situations where the heating 
efficiencyy is not optimal. The combination of an objective functions only maximising the 
SARR in the target. IT] with a separate constraint on all potential hot spots appears to be the 
mostt efficient 
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